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Abstract

The energy transition has become an increasingly attractive and necessary issue nowadays because of the tendency of scarcity and increased demand for fossil energy, and associated environmental impacts—for example, increased emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs), particularly CO₂, CH₄ and N₂O. From the study of several papers and reports from various international agencies like the World Energy Council (WEC), the International Energy Agency (IEA), the Policy Network for Renewable Energy (REN) and the World Organization of the United Nations (UN), this paper analyzes the global energy context, making a survey of what is being discussed under the theme “energy transition”, and suggests ways to reduce the consumption of fossil fuels, aiming at sustainability.
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1. Introduction

Worldwide, efficient, cheap and reliable energy resources are now increasingly being demanded. Certainly, this is the reason why oil and natural gas have dominated the energy market many years and will continue for some time, despite the change in oil price. Furthermore, most of current infrastructure depends on these fuels, meaning that they will be increasingly be disputed by various countries. However, the current debate is about the physical and economical oscillations of these resources, together with a strong political instability in regions
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with oil reserves, without considering awareness of the use of fossil fuels as contribution to global climate change.

There are several worries in the areas of Energy and Environment. Firstly, global warming, caused by emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs) as a result of the burning of fossil fuels. These forecasts about climate changes affect, especially, agriculture and many species of animals and plants. Secondly, the population growth in many countries of the world, particularly in China and India. Thirdly, the continued growth trend of supply and demand of energy in the world. Fourthly, the global dependence on oil and its derivatives, in particular from the countries of the Middle East.

The strong price instability promotes the increase of Biofuels use. In July 2008, the price of oil was $147 per barrel and within a period of six months showed a decline, reaching $30. In 2012, the average price of Brent crude oil was US $111.65 per barrel [1]. The picture of the period between 2008 and 2012 clearly shows the consecutive increases in the price, and soon, the decrease of price.

The energy transitions get more attention due to increasing concerns about the future availability of energy sourced from fossil fuels and the impact of their use on the environment [2]. The increase in oil and gas reserves is conditioned to the exploration in increasingly difficult environments (unconventional sources and pre-salt). However, these projects become unviable due to reduction of oil prices; the exploitation of these resources is more expensive, has higher emissions of greenhouse gases, and is more risky for the environment compared with conventional sources [3]-[5]. Therefore, there are increasing requests for fossil fuels to be replaced by alternative sources of energy cleaner and renewable. However, the production costs of the clean and renewable energy are still high and the profitability of this market is quite low.

The purpose of this article is to show the reality of the areas of Energy and Environment, through the analysis of the energy matrix in the world and checking the energy transition possibilities. Besides, this article mentions the participation of some emerging countries and shows the importance of increasing the studies on renewable energy.

2. Methodology

This research was divided into stages, namely, collection, description, tabulation and analysis of a wide range of current data on energy topics, sustainability and energy transition.

The analysis of the global energy sector (the current consumption and prospects for use of several energy sources) was held from reports of the World Energy Council (WEC), the International Energy Agency (IEA), the Renewable Energy Policy Network (REN), the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) of the United Nations (UN) and other international institutions such as the Institute the Pew Charitable Trusts.

The analysis of these reports has details about the energy scene in the world, perspectives and evaluation of the current status in energy consumption. At the same time, there was a survey of information about the theme of “energy transition”. In this survey, the collected material was classified into three research areas: 1) history of transition energy, 2) management of the energy transition, and 3) the transition in the oil and gas energy systems.

Based on information from the reports, projections of the energy matrix and study of several works on energy transition, is displayed the main study trends and best sustainable development paths. Finally, there is the analysis of the influence that the energy transition has on sustainability and the usage of energy sources, showing paths for this conversion.

3. Contextualization of Energy

The energy sector is strategic for the economy of nations and very important to social development [6] [7]. Approximately three years after the fossil fuel prices have suffered high increases due to the economic crisis of 2008 and 2009, the world faced a recession that did not happened for a long time. This recession has generated serious risks to political and economic stability, represented largely by the world’s dependence on fossil fuels. Events like this one show the need to a change of the energy matrix in the world, converging to clean energy. The energy transition with a focus on sustainability would increase the energy security of the world, would promote economic growth to a long period and would face environmental challenges such as anthropogenic climate change. Therefore, this revolution will demand unprecedented investment in Research and Development (R & D) of clean technologies and low-carbon, in the next decades.
Despite the significant increase in global investment in renewable energy, led by the wind, solar and biomass, the growth of fossil fuels has increased in significant volumes too. This is not surprising, considering the fact that more than a quarter of the world’s population, which is approximately 1.6 billion people still not having access to electricity, according to the report by the World Energy Council [8]. The largest growth in energy consumption comes from Asia, particularly China and India. These two countries, according to projections by the IEA, will represent more than 50% of total growth in global energy demand by 2030 [9]. By another hand, after the natural disaster happened in Japan, the uncertainty regarding some energy sources, for example the nuclear energy, increased significantly.

In accordance with data from the International Energy Agency [10], the consumption of primary energy in the world is increasing every year and the scenario is of growing in all sources. According to the same report, fossil fuels continue to be the main sources of energy in the world, but the share of oil will fall from 32% to 27% in 2035. Moreover, it is estimated incremental increases in the price of oil that will come in order to $125/barrel in 2035. This increase in demand is mainly supported by incentives to overcome market barriers, the decline in technology costs, increase in prices of fossil fuels, consumption mode of modern society and the increased purchasing power.

The International Energy Agency expects that between 2008 and 2030, due to the projected growth in 1.0% of the total world average, China and India will even get greater oil consumption averages [11]. Because of this short scenario, in case of any disruption of supply influenced by the monopoly power of the Oil Producers Exporting Countries Organization—OPEC, or even a terrorist attacks in countries with enormous quantities of reserves, the oil-importing countries would be significantly political and socio-economically vulnerable. In accordance with the World Energy Council, in their report called “Roadmap towards a Competitive European Energy Market”, currently about 50% of all European energy is being imported, and this tends to grow to 70% in 2030.

The World Energy Council showed the growth of emerging economies, especially China and India, which raised and placed the availability of energy as a priority item on the global agenda. Moreover, it is assumed the occurrence of the doubling of energy demand on earth by 2050. Fossil fuels will continue to be the main component of the energy mix for at least another generation [12].

In 2010, the WEC mapped and developed future scenarios of global energy, in the report entitled “Logistics Bottlenecks”, with a focus on fossil and renewable fuels most used in the world [13]. In this report, was made a projection of consumption and demand for 2020 and 2050, using data from the International Energy Agency—IEA and other sources, the Asia/Pacific was the largest producer and consumer of coal worldwide, with more than 3 billion tons, equivalent to 61% of the market.

Although the environmental unbalance caused from burning coal, it still plays a part of fundamental importance to the energy balance in the world because of their abundance and its well balanced wide geographic scope. According to a projection of the WEC coal production will increase by 20% in 2020 and 54% in 2050 compared with 2008 [13]. This way is observed growth in almost all regions of the world, with the exception of European region.

The situation in the oil market is far more complex than the coal, because it is more distant from the consumer markets and its production is limited in some areas, even if two-thirds of reserves are in the Middle East. There are big importers of oil, for example, Europe and Asia/Pacific, which imports about 70% and 68%, respectively. In the following regions a growth in consumption is expected: Latin America, Africa, Middle East and Asia/Pacific. The other regions showed a reduction in consumption [13].

In 2020, according to the report, the world oil consumption will increase 12% and the trend is that some regions will reduce its dependence about oil imports, together with the expansion of production rather than reduce the demand and control their consumption [13].

Natural gas also follows a growth path in the both production and their consumption, and is widely used internally, with only 12% of the export gas produced in 2008, while oil was on the order of 48%. Latin America will have the highest growth in consumption in the order of 4.2% annually until 2050, followed by the regions of Africa (2.8% per year), Asia/Pacific (2.7% per year) and the Middle East (2.5% per year) and North America (0.4% per year) (WEC, 2010).

The Biofuels Production

The Study of the Energy Information Administration—EIA with respect to electricity generation in the US,
shows that the need for energy imports will be offset by the increase in biofuels, linked to reductions in the demand resulted from the adoption of new fuel economy standards and increasing prices. This fact could provide a downturn in demand for fossil fuels, as the example of the United States (US) [14].

Figure 1 shows the increase of all renewable energy sources, especially biomass and wind power. The big reason for the increase of wind farms and biomass was the regulatory mark that drove a large investment in the sector supported by tributaries and tax credits granted to the respective companies producing these energies.

According to the EIA [14], the global biofuel production hit a record level of more than 34 million toe (tons of oil equivalent) in 2007, representing 1.5% of the total world fuel consumption. Furthermore, the EIA estimated an annual growth rate of 7%, which means that by 2030 biofuels will account for about 5% of total road transport, compared with about 2% in 2009 [15].

Currently, Brazil and the USA accounts for almost 80% of global production of biofuels. Both produce bioethanol, the American made from corn, and Brazilian from sugarcane. On the world scene, the USA is now the largest consumer of biofuels, with strong growth in demand in the coming years. Europe, on the other hand, is the largest producer of biodiesel, representing for about 90% of world production, due to subsidies and other incentives, with an increase in energy imports. China and India are also largest producers of biofuels, particularly bioethanol. Africa and Asia have great potential to become major producers and exporters of biofuels. Southeast Asian countries are big producers of palm oil and could develop a competitive biodiesel for the production and export [14].

In accordance with the American Institute, The Pew Charitable Trusts, in their report entitled “Who is Winning the Clean Energy Race”, is shown the clean energy investments made in 2011, according to Table 1.

The United States leads with 48 billion dollars, followed by China with 45.5 billion dollars. Brazil appears in tenth place with $8 billion, equivalent to 16.7% this when compared to the amount of investments in the United States, with a 15% growth compared to 2010. The document points out that Brazil registered the third largest growth rate in alternative energy production in the last five years between the G20 countries.

In accordance with the same study, at the world level, investment in clean energy, without regard to research and development, has grown 600% since 2004 and represented a record investment of $263 billion, a 6.5% increase confronted with investments made in 2010. The production sources that grew most were solar and wind produced by the G20 group [16].

The success for the increasing development of biofuels will depend exclusively on global policies for the production and marketing performed on domestic and international markets, and the strong presence of the Government with the implementation of tax incentives and mainly of subsidies to offset the difference in values compared to other fossil fuels, considering that biofuel production costs are still very high. Another extremely important issue is the establishment of targets at the global level, for the use of biofuels, which could be blended with conventional fuel [17].

Figure 1. Renewable electricity generation in billion kilowatt per year. Source: EIA (2011).
Table 1. Countries with greater investment in clean energy in 2011.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Investment (billions- US $)</th>
<th>Investments in 2010 (billions- US $)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>33.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The remaining EU - 27</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Currently in the world there are about 10 countries that require oil companies to add a percentage of biofuels to the regular fuel, as example, European Union and Brazil. The Statistical Report produced by BP in 2014 shows, for example, Brazil as world’s second largest producer of biofuels, with 24% of the world total. Ethanol production has risen about 18.5% and biodiesel, 7.6%. With these values, Brazil begins to bear a mark of 31% and 10% of production in the world, respectively.

The IEA has developed a biofuel scenario in road transportation sector, with projection by 2030, and the participation of all biofuels will be 6.8%, while in 2004 was only 1%. Brazil will control about 30% biofuels in the transport sector [15].

In this global context, Brazil is classified as a tropical and continental country, holder of a vast expansible land, has a historic opportunity to be qualified as a country with the largest energy reserves from renewable resources of the planet. Therefore, it is necessary to review and improve public policies, as well as its regulatory framework as a whole, so that the industry can emerge in this increasingly attractive market.

4. Energetic Transition

The interest about the energy transition has grown considerably in recent years due to increased preoccupation about the impact of the production and use of energy from fossil fuels to the environment.

Transition studies involve the understanding of the interaction between many factors (actors, social, institutional and technological) that influence and feedback resulting in the transformation of the energy system [18] [19]. Smil defines the energy transition as the time that happens between the introduction of a new primary energy source (oil, nuclear power, wind captured by large turbines) and its growth to the point of significant importance (20 - 30 percent) for the global market, or even to become the largest contributor or an absolute leader (over 50 percent) in the supply of national or global energy. The energy transition could also refer to the gradual diffusion of the technology used to produce and distribute energy for domestic, industrial and transport use [20].

The main studies on energy transition were classified in three research areas:

- Energy transition of history;
- Management of the energy transition;
- Transition in oil and gas energy systems.

The big focus of the studies on the transition of energy is the managing the transition to alternative energy or low carbon economy. The transition from traditional to unconventional oil is also happening today in the industry due to the decline of conventional sources [3] [21]. However, few researches have been conducted on this type of transition.

Research suggests a large unconventional oil transition starting before 2030 [4]. The increasing dependence on a few oil producers will continue, because of the fact that the largest reserves are concentrated in the Middle...
East and North Africa. This represents a big problem because most of the countries of these regions are politically and economically unstable. The development of this debate is an indication of wider changes that are happening in the energy sector [22].

Therefore, competition for access to reserves will be even greater, even with the gradual increase of exploitation of unconventional sources. This factor may be one reason why many companies in the sector are involved in the development of alternative energy sources. Investments in this sense will not only help companies to get a competitive edge, but also will provide an opportunity for their green supply chains. It would be a strategic move that could help companies to stay in business and be compatible with a sustainable future.

A change for a renewable energy system will demand large investments and good planning and strategy in the medium and long-term. In addition, there is a socio-political appeal on the development of renewable energies, especially among those who are worried about excessive industrial growth and the domination of basic energy by some groups [23]. It is proposed that, in order to accelerate the transition to renewable energy system, the breaking of all energy systems is necessary. The intervention is necessary to encourage the development of renewable energy sources that are widely available [24]. However, the intense transformation is not an answer to get to a sustainable energy system, at the risk of causing a serious impact on the energy market, economy, environment and society. The solutions to these energy questions require the achievements of feasible actions to a long-term, to ensure that development can be truly sustainable [25] [26].

Therefore, effective policies promote the development of sustainable energy taking into consideration the limits of renewable energy in terms of technical and commercial feasibility. The adoption and abandonment of economic and market policies that provide little incentive for technological innovation and energy development does not help the energy transition in a view of sustainability.

5. Why Energetic Transition?

First two important topics can summarizes all the current set for the input of renewable energy: energy security and environmental impact. In 2009, it was estimated that 86.7% of energy demand in the world was originated from fossil fuels [27]. Present data show that two-thirds of global emissions in 2011 originated from just ten countries, especially China and the US, producing together approximately more than 12 Gt/CO₂, which was approximately 40% of global emissions of dioxide of carbon dioxide (CO₂), as shown in Figure 2 [28].

This increase in greenhouse gas emissions—GHG took place with more intensity since the Industrial Revolution, the second half of the XVIII century, with a result of the implementation and modernization of the industrial sector, the farming projects and the transport sector.

These gases, among which stands out carbon dioxide (CO₂) let in the sunlight, but prevent part of the heat in which light is transformed back for space, holding the gas and causing the greenhouse effect. It is important to

![Figure 2. Top 10 emitting countries in 2011. Source: IEA (2013).](image)
be noted that the greenhouse gases, including water vapor, do not cause harm to health and does not pollute the environment, as well as the greenhouse phenomenon is not a problem. If the effect was not produced, the average temperature of the earth would oscillate around negative 170°C, making it impossible life on the planet as it is. Human activities that emit greenhouse gases—GHG, especially CO₂ and CH₄, are related to changes in levels of industrialization and use of land experienced by humanity since 1750, and a more intense way in the last decades of the last century and early of the XXI century.

In accordance with recent reports by the IPCC, the main sources for the increase in carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere are: the use of fossil fuels and the change of management and land use, although the last one, with a small contribution to these increase. The carbon dioxide emission includes all emissions due to the production, distribution and consumption of fossil fuel and also, for example, byproducts of the production of cement, while emissions originating from changes in land handling refer to emissions from deforestation, forest burning, and biomass decomposition resulting from logging [29] [30].

According to the report “Technology Roadmap: Biofuels for Transport” [31], if the pattern of energy consumption continues with the same current levels, the GHG emissions will double by 2050. Furthermore, by 2050 biofuels will account for about 27% of fuel for the transportation sector, and will avoid about 2.1 Gt of CO₂ emissions a year when produced sustainably.

In accordance with the AR4, carbon dioxide (CO₂) annually increased by an average from 6.4 GtC per year in the 1990s to 7.2 GtC per year in 2000-2005. Although the data for the years 2004 and 2005 are approximate estimates, if the emissions associated with changes in land use are considered, must be added 1.6 GtC to these figures per year throughout the 1990s, although the report points out some uncertainties in these estimates. An emission of 1 GtC (1 GtC = 1 Giga-ton carbon = 1 billion tons of carbon) corresponds to 3.67 GtCO₂ [29]).

In AR5 was verified that emissions in a year of CO₂ from combustion of fossil fuels and cement production were 8.3 GtC per year (range 7.6 to 9.0 GtC per year), calculated over the period in 2002-2011. In 2011, it was announced 9.5 GtC (range 8.7 to 10.3 GtC per year), representing 54% above the 1990 level. The liquid CO₂ emissions in the year, due to changes in land use that has anthropogenic basis totaled 0.9 GtC per year (range 0.1 to 1.7 GtC per year), the average for the period of 2002-2011 [30].

In total context, between 1750 and 2011, the CO₂ emissions from combustion of fossil fuels and cement production sent about 365 GtC (335 - 395 GtC interval) into the atmosphere, while deforestation and other changes released 180 GtC (range 100 - 260 GtC). These result in accumulated anthropogenic emissions of 545 GtC (range 460 - 630 GtC) [30].

The concentration of methane gas in the global atmosphere follows the same growth trend. Also according to the IPCC, the concentration increased from a value from the pre-industrial period from about 735 parts per billion—ppb to 1765 ppb in the early 1990s, and it was in 1774 ppb in 2005. According to the reflections published in the AR4 and AR5, it is very likely that the observed increase in methane gas concentration is due to anthropogenic activities, mainly as agriculture and the use of fossil fuels [29] [30].

Finally, the concentration of nitrous oxide (N₂O) in the global atmosphere. According to the information taken from the publication in question, the concentration of nitrous oxide increased from a value from the pre-industrial period from about 280 ppb to 340 ppb in 2005. The level of growth has been approximately constant since 1980. Out of this amount, about one third of all the nitric oxide emissions are classified as anthropogenic, primarily due to agriculture [29] [30].

The reports conclude warning that, with continued greenhouse gas emissions at the present rate or an even higher rate, an extra heating would occur and lead to several changes in the global climate system in the course of 21st century, and very possibly these changes would be much more aggressive than those observed in the 20th century. In addition, the main consideration of the AR5 is that the climate system warming is unequivocal.

It is important to show that the warming tends to reduce the capture of atmospheric carbon dioxide by the oceans and also the soil, which increases the anthropogenic emission fraction that remain in the atmosphere. In one of the scenarios developed by the IPCC [29], a very heterogeneous world is reported where the key is self-reliance and preservation of local identities, as well as economic development is primarily regionally oriented with more fragmented and slow technological development.

Collaborating with the result of the IPCC report, “Technology Roadmap: Biofuels for Transport” of the IEA also said that if the pattern of energy consumption continue with the same current levels, GHG emissions will double by 2050. The same report included that by 2050, biofuels will account for about 27% of fuel for the transport sector, and will avoid about 2.1 Gt of CO₂ emissions per year when produced in a sustainable way,
Thus, it is clear the need for better action in conversion, transmission and distribution of energy. In addition, actions to improve the composition of fossil fuels (decarbonisation), including the diesel fuel, encourage increased renewable energy and bioenergy, enlarge the nuclear energy in a balanced way and invest in cost reduction for capture and storage carbon, are essential for better quality of life and economic stability in the coming years.

6. Conclusions

In a general way, the economical and population growth are the most important drivers of increases in CO₂ emissions from fossil fuels. The trajectory of population growth between 2000 and 2010 has been practically identical with respect to the past three decades, while economic growth has increased considerably, which leads to considerable increases in energy demand.

A large part of climate change has already become irreversible because of the past emissions. The current methods proposed for reducing the concentration of greenhouse gases are still preliminary, with large margin of doubt about its cost, its application and its probability to succeed.

The analysis of the various reports helps to understand the growth of energy demand and their sources. Enables understand the points of gradual energy transition: the biofuels development, with the projection to coming to 1/4 of the Brazilian matrix in the next decade, for example.

In addition, it became clear that fossil fuels have different representations in environmental instability. For instance, the availability of coal and its geographical dissemination has a very different view of oil. The latter has reserves concentrated in some regions that are politically unstable.

Thus, it is clear that the search for sustainability can be done through energy transition, with the development of effective policy, with good long-term planning, tax incentives and subsidies to reduce the costs of production.
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